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Notice on Decision to Commence Operation of
“Multi Currency System” in Our Casino Related Device
Tiger Resort, Leisure & Entertainment, Inc. operating the integrated resort facility, “Okada Manila”
has decided to commence the operation in the Philippines of “Multi Currency System” in the casino
related device developed by the Company in accordance with the guideline of the casino operating
public corporation, Philippines Amusement and Gaming Corporation.
This is a real-time automatic money exchange system enabling the gaming machines to accept bills
in various countries, which will be the first function in the casino industry.
The system will be operated and sequentially expanded in the areas at the integrated resort facility
“Okada Manila” run by the Company group in Manila, the Philippines
[System Overview]
Up to now, it was only allowed to play any gaming machine using the bills of the country where a
casino is operated or those of certain countries. This system has significant features enabling the
use of bills of various foreign countries to save the time and effort of currency exchange, which
will improve casino players’ convenience, and at the same time, significantly reducing the
personnel cost associated with the money exchange services.
1. Handling of Bills of Major Foreign Countries
Philippines Pesos, US Dollars, Hong Kong Dollars, Chinese Yuan, Korean Won, Japanese
Yen, Euro, etc.
*Bills which can be accepted would depend on the setting of the device.
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2. Function Automatically Exchanging to Playable Currencies
In the Philippines, bills other than Philippines Pesos will be automatically exchanged to
Philippines Pesos at the predetermined exchange rate at the same time as inserted into the
gaming machines, and the customers can play the games.
3. Various Functions Preventing Money Laundering
Setting can be changed such as various restrictions being placed for the use of foreign
currencies at the gaming machines.

The Company will set out to improve the convenience for casino customers to play the gaming
machines and expand its business after having seen the system’s performance so that it will become
the standard in casino industry.
If there are any matters that need to be announced in the future regarding the impact of this on
the business results for the current term, we will promptly notify thereof.
In addition, it is our policy that, based on the operation results in the Philippines of the advanced
operating system including this system in our own IR casino, the Company will obtain the
approvals and prepare for the sales thereof in each Asian country from now on, and make it a part of
new manufacturing business.
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